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Regions of interest (ROIs) defined using independent 

localizer (objects, faces, places, scrambled):

Object-selective LO (objects > scrambled objects)

Face-selective occipital (OFA) and fusiform (FFA) areas  

(faces > objects)
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‘figure’ stimuli

When a camouflaged ‘figure’ comprised of disconnected line segments 

moves, it spontaneously segregates from the background [1]. Following 

motion offset, the form percept persists for up to several seconds when 

‘figure’ remains—if removed, the percept of the figure decays more abruptly. 

The persistence of form is evident in the fMRI activity of human lateral 

occipital cortex (LO) [2]. 

We measured the persistence of form using a behavioral method and fMRI. 

Prediction: upright faces persist longer (perceptually/neurally) than inverted 

faces; we were less confident that this would occur for our animal stimuli.
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Do upright faces persist longer than inverted faces?

What about non-face stimuli (e.g. animals)?

If there is an inversion effect on persistence, can we 

observe it using fMRI? If so, where in the brain?

LO

Upright faces persisted longer than inverted faces for ALL observers. This 

effect was less reliable for our animal stimuli. Our behavioral results are 

consistent with the classic face inversion effect on recognition [3].

Conclusions

fMRI responses to face stimuli  used in 

the persistence experiment were 

greatest in the OFA and FFA

We analyzed both fMRI magnitude (selectivity) and duration (persistence).

V1 V2 V3 V4v

We computed an fMRI measure of persistence (PersistfMRI – VanishfMRI ) 

analogous to our behavioral measure of persistence.

As observed in our behavioral results, our fMRI measure of persistence showed an 

inversion effect that was greatest for faces but significant for animals too,

even in face-selective cortex (OFA and FFA).

The inversion effect on persistence was also observed in early visual areas 

(even as early as V1). 
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The maintenance of figure-ground segregation is facilitated for upright faces 

and entails ‘holistic’ processing during the persistence of faces.

Inversion effect was observed in FFA responses to animal stimuli. Thus, the 

FFA is involved in holistic processing of non-face stimuli.

Inversion effect on V1 responses suggests feedback from higher visual areas, 

some of which may relate to stimulus familiarity and expertise.

***This study has since been published in PLoS ONE***
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